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#1: Regional Settings 

Products Affected:  

- Roboplus Task  

- Roboplus Motion 

 (others may be affected as they were not thoroughly tested) 

 

Operating System 

- Windows Vista SP1, Portuguese 

- Untested on other Operating Systems but it probably happens in other OSes as well 

(XP/2000). 

 

Description:  

In a computer where the local/regional settings have the Decimal Separator different from “.”, 

opening and saving files in Roboplus Manager and Roboplus Task generates errors saying “This 

is higher version file”. 

 

Steps to Reproduce the Behaviour 

- On a Windows computer go to Control Panel and open Regional Settings 

- Under “Decimal Separator” enter “,” 

- Under “Thousand Separator” enter “.” 

- Open to Roboplus Manager or Roboplus Task 

- Create a new file  

- Add some motion or action to the file 

- Save and close the file 

- Now reopen the File you just saved. 

You will get an error saying “This file is higher version motion!” or “Higher version file” 

depending on the software you are using (Roboplus Motion or Roboplus Task). 

Eventually after closing and opening Roboplus several times and making many attempts to 

open, you are able to open the file in this same computer (not sure if it will ever open in other 

computers). 



Here is a screenshot: 

 

 

Final Comments 

When saving the files it is important to save them using “.” as the Decimal separator ALWAYS. 

It looks like you are using some Windows functions that rely on the Regional Settings to save 

the values. This may cause inconsistent behaviour in different countries because some 

countries use “,” and not “.” as the decimal separator. 

Windows offers some APIs to find out what is the “Decimal” separator configured in the 

current computer. More resources are here: 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd318101(VS.85).aspx   

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd374117(VS.85).aspx  

http://bytes.com/topic/c-sharp/answers/247131-getlocaleinfo    - .Net sample code. 

 

#2: Copying and Pasting between R+ Motion and Excel 

Products Affected:  

- Roboplus Motion 

 

Operating Systems: 

- Windows Vista SP1, Portuguese 

- Microsoft Excel 2003 

Untested in other OSes / versions of Excel but it is likely that it happens in all OSes and Excel 

versions. 

 

Description:  

When copying and pasting between Roboplus Motion and Excel there are occasions where the 

values pasted into Excel are WRONG. 

 



Steps to Reproduce the Behaviour 

1- Open Roboplus Motion 

2- Open a sample motion file 

3- Copy the Step data 

4- Open Excel and Paste the Data into Excel 

5- In Excel, select the Data that was just copied (YOU NEED TO SELECT IN EXCEL) 

6- Copy that data (press Ctrl+C for example)  

7- The data will now be surrounded by a dotted line in Excel. 

8- Return to Roboplus Motion. Make sure that when you switch from Excel to R+, in Excel the 

dotted line is still around the data you copied. 

9- Select a different step 

10- Copy the step 

11- Return to Excel and paste it onto a new column 

This is where the error happens: you will see that the data that was pasted was NOT the one 

you just copied from Roboplus but instead Excel pastes the data you copied in step 6. 

It should paste the data you copied on step 10 and not the one copied on step 6. 

 

Final Comments 

We believe this is due tot he way the Windows Clipboard is designed. 

One possible explanation is that:  

The Windows Clipboard can have many copies of the same data in different formats. 

When you copy in Roboplus data is placed on the Clipboard using a specific format but the 

previous contents of the Clipboard are not completely cleaned up. 

There are situations where two different sets of data can exist inside the Clipboard and Excel 

just chooses the one it prefers. 

To fix this issue, we recommend you call Clipboard.Clear before copying the contents of the 

step. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.windows.forms.clipboard.clear.aspx    - 

details on the Clipboard.Clear function 

http://bytes.com/topic/c-sharp/answers/531763-clipboard-clear-problem   - Discussion on 

some problems that may occur with Clipboard.Clear not clearing properly and how to solve 

them. 

 

#3: Opening a Second File in R+ Task takes 2 attempts 

Products Affected:  

- Roboplus Task 

 

Operating System 



- Windows Vista, Language and Service Pack Unknown 

- It is likely to occur in other Windows Versions (XP, 2000) 

 

Description: 

In RoboPlus Task, it takes two tries to open another task file when you already have a task file 

open.  

Steps to Reproduce the Behaviour 

You have a program open in RoboPlus Task. You want to open another .tsk file at the same 

time to compare code. You do the "File-Open", browse to the file, hit open. The pop-up 

window closes like normal, but no file opens.  

If you do "File Open, select a file, and hit open" a second time, the file will open properly. 

 

#4: Some of the Roboplus Programs sometimes do not 

open from the Roboplus main window 

Products Affected:  

- All of Roboplus 

 

Operating System 

- Observed in Windows Vista SP1 and SP2 

- Not sure if it will affect earlier editions of Windows. 

 

Description:  

It is not possible to launch any of the Roboplus programs from the MAIN Roboplus application 

where it lets you select a program to launch. This continues to happen even after uninstalling 

Roboplus and re-installing!  

There is a workaround though: It is possible to run the individual Roboplus applications by 

clicking their actual/individual EXE files, rather than using the Main Roboplus "chooser" 

application.  

 

Steps to Reproduce the Behaviour 

- If we click the "Roboplus Manager" button, it APPEARS that nothing happens at all.  

- If we then open up Windows Task Manager, I find that Roboplus Manager IS listed as an 

active Process.  

- I have to kill the Roboplus Manager process manually or it will stay there active forever.  

- This happens with all the programs if I try to use the Roboplus Chooser application.  

(This has also been observed in another computer; in that computer Roboplus Task would start 

but the others wouldn’t). 

 

Final Comments 



These comments are from the user which has explored the problem more in depth:  

“I did a little research online for what it means when a program shows up in Processes, but not 

in Applications and read that it usually means that the program gets loaded into memory, but 

then fails for some reason to make it to the Application state of being.  

My Theory: Since the problem persists despite a re-install of the software, I suspect that a 

registry value was corrupted somehow and then the value was NOT cleared when the program 

was un-installed and re-installed.” 

My personal theory (Pedro) is that you could also be blocking in some Windows API call or 

some synchronization feature. 

My suggestion to mitigate this problem is that you create some LOG file when opening 

Roboplus and write to it on each step by step that you execute when starting the program. 

This way we can look at the LOG file and see exactly where the program has stopped writing 

lines, meaning we can know where it stopped/halted. 

 

#5: Some users are Unable to Complete the “Controller 

Recovery” process to install the firmware on CM5 

Products Affected:  

- Roboplus Manager 

- Bioloid Comprehensive Kit (CM5 controller)  

 

Operating System 

- Observed in Windows Vista  

- Not sure if it will affect earlier editions of Windows. 

 

Description:  

When running the “Controller Recovery” feature in Roboplus Manager some users get errors 

and are unable to complete the update process. 

 

Steps to Reproduce the Behaviour: 

We are still trying to find out if there is a pattern that causes this. .. TO BE COMPLETED IN THE 

NEXT DAYS 

 


